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Welcome!
The Neu Project is a group of #eventprofs, divergent 
thinkers, leaders, planners, strategists, designers, 
creators, writers, parents, and advocates, working 
together to make the world more welcoming and 
productive for all neuro types. 

Starting with event spaces and then moving to partnerships in workplaces and beyond, 
our goal is to amplify existing methods while encouraging new practical approaches to 
inclusion. 

Inclusion is a journey. While neurodivergent voices take center stage in everything 
we do, The Neu project is also a safe space for neurotypical people to learn, ask 
questions, and try without fear of getting it wrong.

Join us as we design a world that helps overcome neuroinclusive challenges, empowers 
diverse voices, and creates a sense of belonging for neurotypes.  

Use #neuproject on social media posts when planning neuroinclusive events. We’d love 
to follow along and share your actions!
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About this guide
This guide was developed in collaboration with a diverse, global community and 
explores the topic of neurodiversity, its benefits, and the significance of creating 
events that consider neuro differences. The format works to deepen understanding 
regarding neurodivergent needs — which are often not accommodated in mainstream event 
spaces — while providing  practical how-tos on hosting neuroinclusive experiences. 

Neurodivergent communities have been using some of the methods enclosed to self-serve 
for many years; The Neu Project unifies and raises these practices. Others are new 
suggestions intended to connect the expertise of event and hospitality professionals and the 
needs of neurodivergent communities. 

The Neu Project acknowledges that event professionals will always work with and 
against different circumstances and barriers; not every situation lends itself to all 
recommendations. While we encourage implementing as many practical strategies from this 
guide as possible, creating neuroinclusive events is a journey. Applying a few suggestions, to 
begin with, can still make a difference.

An Event Professionals Guide to Neuroinclusive Events is an evolving, collaborative resource, 
updated regularly through feedback, focus groups, and other engagement tools. 

We are always learning and looking to improve.
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Language & Identity Matters
Language shapes how people understand and interact with the world. Therefore, the language we use 
matters. Likewise, how someone identifies and the language they use is very personal. 

Neurodiversity, stemming from the social model of disability, recognizes two brain variations: 
Neurotypical and Neurodivergent.

Neurotypical refers to people whose brains function typically. In contrast, neurodivergent, coined by 
Kassiane Asasumasu (formerly Kassiane Alexandra Sibley), a Hapa and Asian American autistic rights 
activist and blogger, refers to "neurologically divergent from typical." Common neurodivergence 
includes ADHD, autism, dyslexia, epilepsy, and Tourette Syndrome.

Language and terminology preference is up to each person and how they choose to identify. As shifts 
happen within society around these topics, so will the language and how people describe themselves. 
For example, neurodistinct, a newer term coined by Google employee and autistic advocate Tim 
Goldstein, offers an alternative to neurodivergent. Other examples include reframing neurodivergence 
using words like difference or condition instead of disorder, thus moving away from pathologizing 
neurodivergent people. 

From interactions with multiple focus groups and ongoing engagement with a diverse community of 
consultants, many of whom are non-neurotypical individuals, The Neu Project uses the term 
"neurodivergent" as it is most widely recognized and understood.

To support readers, we’ve created an accessible, easy-to-understand glossary at the end of the guide 
for reference, alongside additional educational resources.

Try to be culturally 
sensitive in all language 
and actions.

Language and 
terminology preference 
is up to each individual.

The Neu Project leans 
into widely recognized 
terminology but holds 
space for all 
preferences. 
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Key Takeaways

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_574
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_533
https://sherlocksflataffect.tumblr.com/post/121295972384/psa-from-the-actual-coiner-of-neurodivergent
https://www.timgoldstein.com/blog/neurodiversityrefined
https://www.timgoldstein.com/blog/neurodiversityrefined
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.g1490f50854d_5_14
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.g150b3681523_0_31
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.g150b3681523_0_31


Module 2

The Win Win of 
Making Space
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Demonstrable inclusion and embracing diversity can create belonging — boosting engagement, value, and outcomes. Designing 
experiences that support and empower all brain types has many benefits; the more attuned we become to others, the more everyone wins.

For example, an executive told The Harvard Business Review that one organizational benefit of neurodiversity is better communication. 
Neuroinclusive communication is more direct, clear, and concise — things we all appreciate. Applying neuroinclusive design principles 
enables nearly limitless opportunities for the "curb-cut effect."

Diversity, inclusion, and belonging also boost creativity by encouraging different perspectives and experiences to come together in one 
space. For events, this could translate into increased engagement, new ideas, and opportunities for enhanced learning and innovation by 
limiting groupthink.

However, the benefits of creativity are not limited to attendees only. Some have said creativity is one of the top future skills due to its 
inability to be replicated by machines.  By adopting creative approaches to events, event professionals upskill and differentiate themselves.

Most importantly, inclusive events can lead to more people feeling heard, understood, and cared for — an outcome many now place at the 
highest value. Two of the most prevalent generations in the workforce — Millennials and Gen Z — say diversity and inclusion are vital. Event 
professionals can expect these values to spill over into business events by extension. For these groups, respect and belonging are 
everything. As a result, performative measures are no longer satisfactory.

When people feel they belong, they feel they have a voice. This experience, in turn, could help build communities where attendees become 
ambassadors for brands and event communities because they feel included.
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We All Win

https://hbr.org/2017/05/neurodiversity-as-a-competitive-advantage
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_curb_cut_effect
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/375233
https://www.ozy.com/acumen/how-millennials-are-solving-the-workplace-diversity-problem/89414/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/drnancydoyle/2021/06/17/get-ready-for-gen-z-in-neurodiversity-collaborative-authentic-intersectional-and-ethical-or-else/?sh=58f096e31c3b


Module 3

No Two Minds 
Are Alike
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No Two Minds Are Alike
"Neurodiversity is a biological reality for humanity; like stars, no two minds are alike." 
— The Neu Project

This section explore terms such as neurodiversity, the neurodiversity paradigm, movement, and neurodivergent 
experiences.

An Introduction to Neurodiversity and Experiences
A critical part of event design is understanding the audience. Without this, event professionals risk delivering 
experiences that reduce inclusivity, decrease attendee returns, or cause harm. 

Neurodivergent people have always been present at events. But in the past, professionals may have overlooked or 
been unaware of their needs. Understanding the language and experiences of brain variations is an essential step 
toward implementing neuroinclusive event design.

What is Neurodiversity? 
Neurodiversity encompasses all neurotypes — both neurotypical and neurodivergent. The term was first used and 
conceptualized in the late 1990s by sociologist Judy Singer alongside autistic advocate and journalist Harvey 
Blume and refers to naturally occurring neuro, brain, or mind variations in people. 

Neurodiversity is not an individual trait; a person cannot be neurodiverse or have neurodiversity. It is also not a 
set of beliefs, values, morals, identity, or social movement. To illustrate, a group of one brain type is not 
neurodiverse. A neurodiverse group would consist of many different minds. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_533
https://www.forbes.com/sites/drnancydoyle/2022/08/26/hidden-figures-in-neurodiversity-judy-singer/?sh=270966686544


No Two Minds Are Alike
What it Means to be Neurodivergent 
Every brain is unique. One variation is no better than the other. Instead, these variations affect how someone senses, 
experiences, and engages with the world. Society, however, primarily caters to neurotypical needs, often disregarding the 
neurodivergent experience. 

Being neurodivergent is not a mental illness or disease; a person is still neurodivergent with or without the presence of other 
mental health challenges. Sometimes it is a developmental condition that occurs in the womb before birth. Other times, it 
can develop through brain-altering experiences like trauma. A neurodivergent person will always be neurodivergent.

Well-known neurodivergent brain types include: 

● ADHD
● Autism
● Dyscalculia 
● Dyslexia
● Dyspraxia

Further, people are starting to recognize sensory processing disorder (SPD), prosopagnosia (face blindness), and 
aphantasia (the inability to form voluntary images in your mind) as neurodivergent conditions.

Neurodivergent people make up approximately 15 to 20 percent (one in five) of the global population, while some put the 
number closer to 30 to 40 percent due to significant rates of underdiagnosis.
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● Epilepsy
● Hyperlexia 
● Obsessive-compulsive (OCD)
● Tourette syndrome (TS)

https://dceg.cancer.gov/about/diversity-inclusion/inclusivity-minute/2022/neurodiversity
https://academic.oup.com/bmb/article/135/1/108/5913187?login=false


No Two Minds Are Alike
The Neurodiversity Paradigm and Movement
Developed by Nick Walker, Ph.D., the neurodiversity paradigm is a specific perspective on neurodiversity. Essentially, it 
shapes neurological diversity like other diversity forms, such as ethnicity, and is subject to the same social dynamics of 
power and oppression.

The paradigm suggests that neurodivergent people do not need to be cured, treated, or characterized as abnormal. 
Instead, neurodivergent people should be supported, understood, valued, and included based on these fundamentals:

1. Neurodiversity is a natural and valuable form of human diversity.

2. The idea that there is one “normal” or “healthy” type of brain or mind, or one “right” style of neurocognitive 
functioning, is a culturally constructed fiction, no more valid (and no more conducive to a healthy society or to the 
overall well-being of humanity) than the idea that there is one “normal” or “right” ethnicity, gender, or culture.

3. The social dynamics that manifest in regard to neurodiversity are similar to the social dynamics that manifest in 
regard to other forms of human diversity (e.g., diversity of ethnicity, gender, or culture). These dynamics include the 
dynamics of social power inequalities and also the dynamics by which diversity, when embraced, acts as a source of 
creative potential.

The neurodiversity movement is the paradigm in action. It is a social justice movement seeking rights, equity, respect, 
and inclusion for neurodivergent people across all areas of society.
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https://neuroqueer.com/neurodiversity-terms-and-definitions/


No Two Minds Are Alike
Neurodivergent Experiences
Being neurodivergent, one still experiences the highs and lows of life, but with added layers of complexity; no two neurodivergent 
experiences are the same. Therefore, it is vital to avoid common misconceptions, biases, and stereotypes.

With autism, for example, people assume being autistic means being highly analytical and introverted, which may be true in some 
instances. But the opposite also applies — many autistic people are creative and extroverted.

Neurodivergent people often mask their authentic selves to fit in with societal norms and avoid emotional or physical harm. Being 
stereotyped, underserved, and excluded could be some of the reasons many neurodivergent people deal with depression and anxiety or 
have trouble with executive functioning.

When a neurodivergent person’s system becomes too overwhelmed, this can lead to meltdowns and shutdowns. In general, meltdowns 
are physical reactions resulting from stress or sensory overstimulation (visual, auditory, and tactile overload). 
Extreme exhaustion, emotional regulation challenges, abrupt changes, and masking can also trigger and contribute to meltdowns.  
Meltdowns vary from person to person. Some people cry while others may have angry outbursts or yell. A meltdown is not a tantrum; 
some neurodivergent people cannot control meltdowns and often feel deep shame for losing control afterward.

Shutdowns, in contrast, are less obvious to others. At times, a person may withdraw from what is happening around them and 
disengage, unable to move from a safe space. Shutdowns can result in a speaking person becoming non-speaking, which can be painful 
to navigate at an event. Either way, both meltdowns, and shutdowns are signs of extreme distress. Understanding can help event 
professionals hold space, support, and accommodate people in the event of either of these scenarios.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_533
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_478
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_533
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_604


No Two Minds Are Alike
Neurodivergent Experiences, continued
Neurodivergence also comes with strengths like attention to detail, honesty, empathy, creativity, innovation, enhanced 
memory, hyperfocus, and expertise in areas of focused interest. For example, some leading architectural firms hire dyslexic 
people, given their spatial abilities, and LinkedIn recently added dyslexic thinking under their user-profile skill sets.

Neurodivergent experiences overlap with all other identities, such as race, class, gender, social class, and sexuality; these 
overlaps are known as intersectionality. Coined in 1989 by professor Kimberlé Crenshaw, intersectionality describes "how 
systems of oppression overlap to create distinct experiences for people with multiple identity categories." 

For example, regarding intersectionality and autism, two studies by the University of Cambridge suggested that autistic 
people are more likely to identify as part of the LGBTQIA+ community.

 Like any marginalized identity, being neurodivergent is not a trend but a neutral part of someone's identity. Many 
neurodivergent conditions are considered disabilities. Living with a disability does not mean someone is broken or defective 
— often, societal expectations are what defines a person as disabled or not. The social perspective of disability means 
seeking to change societal accommodations, not the individual. 

It’s important to note that while many neurodivergent people identify as disabled, others do not. Therefore, it is best to seek 
guidance from each person. 

Understanding these concepts and experiences explains how people move through the world. As an event professional, this 
means having insights into how best to include a significant portion of attendees and meet their needs.
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dyslexic-thinking-now-officially-recognised-valuable-skill-griggs/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.gfe6104a839_4_507
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kimberl%C3%A9_Crenshaw
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/autistic-individuals-are-more-likely-to-be-lgbtq
https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/transgender-and-gender-diverse-individuals-are-more-likely-to-be-autistic-and-report-higher-autistic
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Neurodiversity encompasses all 
neurotypes — both neurotypical and 
neurodivergent.

Every brain is unique.

Neurodiversity is a natural 
and valuable form of human 
diversity.

Neurodivergent people 
comprise an estimated 15 to 
20 percent of the global 
population.

Society primarily caters to 
neurotypical needs, which can lead 
to: 

● Exclusion
● Masking
● Meltdown
● Shutdown
● Trouble with Executive Functioning
● Emotional and/or physical harm

Neurodivergence also comes 
with strengths.

Neurodivergent experiences 
are highly intersectional.

Being neurodivergent is not a 
trend but a neutral part of 
someone's identity.

Key Takeaways

#
#
https://dceg.cancer.gov/about/diversity-inclusion/inclusivity-minute/2022/neurodiversity
https://dceg.cancer.gov/about/diversity-inclusion/inclusivity-minute/2022/neurodiversity
https://academic.oup.com/bmb/article/135/1/108/5913187
https://academic.oup.com/bmb/article/135/1/108/5913187
#
#
#
#
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Module 4

The A-Z of 
Neuroinclusive Events



Attending an event can 
be a stressful process for 
neurodivergent people. 
Preparation can start weeks in advance, with 
after-effects, such as sensory overwhelm or 
burnout, lasting days after the event has ended.

With an understanding of the needs and experiences of neurodivergent people, 
event professionals can start designing event spaces strategically, helping ensure 
people receive the maximum benefits of attending while helping to minimize 
negative event impacts. 

Here, we provide a solid foundation for creating neuroinclusive events, A-Z. Along 
the way, we’ve highlighted key takeaways and tips. 
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Acceptance
“Awareness is easy. Acceptance requires actual work.”
— Kassiane S, Hapa and Asian American autism rights activist and blogger

When designing neuroinclusive events, the process must always begin with humility and a 
willingness to learn. Part of this journey is moving from a space of awareness to acceptance.

While awareness is passive, acceptance, in contrast, welcomes a person, engages, includes, and 
offers a seat at the table. Acceptance is understanding in action. It is the most important thing 
we can all do to be more inclusive.

Acceptance means having open, supportive dialogues about neurodiversity, confronting biases, 
engaging respectfully with the neurodivergent community, and being open to feedback. Education 
is also critical to dispelling myths and combating stigma on the journey of acceptance. Correct 
information helps shift perspectives, reducing othering within spaces. 

Regardless of which route, or multiple routes, event professionals choose, conversations 
surrounding neurodiversity and creating more inclusive event environments must be honest and 
supportive.

This process can bring up discomfort and uncertainty; feeling overwhelmed is okay. Event 
professionals don't need to be experts to be more inclusive. By taking the first step, professionals 
can create more accepting, welcoming experiences for everyone. 
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https://autisticadvocacy.org/2012/04/acceptance-vs-awareness/


Cancellation
When offering cancellation policies, most event professionals think of refunds only when 
cancelling an event. However, when designing neuroinclusive experiences, professionals could 
offer a cancellation refund or policy to support neurodivergent people.

This approach safeguards attendees should attendance not be possible or cut short for 
reasons such as sensory overwhelm.

Implementing these measures could mean offering a 48-hour full or partial refund, credits for 
the next event, or the option to switch at short notice from in-person to virtual attendance.

A cancellation policy doesn't have to be only for neurodivergent people; it could also extend to 
neurotypical attendees. Attendee cancellation policies such as this, in turn, demonstrate to all 
attendees that events value their well-being. Potential outcomes of policies like this include a 
positive impact on brand recognition and long-term community building.
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Color
Numerous studies continue to explore the impact of color on mood and 
emotion. Bright colors, such as red and yellow, may have energizing effects, 
while blues and greens are typically more calming and rejuvenating.

Neurodivergent people can be more sensitive to colors in the external 
environment due to enhanced sensory responses. Some studies indicate 
autistic children are 85 percent more influenced by color in the external 
environment than neurotypical children.

Use non-stimulating colors when designing neuroinclusive spaces, such as 
blues, greens, pinks, and browns, with yellows and oranges, used minimally for 
event areas requiring energy bursts. Red seems to be one color to minimize as 
much as possible or avoid entirely, with studies showing this high-intensity hue 
may trigger sensory overwhelm and increase hyperactivity.

Further, opting for stark, white, bare walls may increase anxiety because of 
their cold appearance.

For sensory or quiet spaces, Nanoleaf is an innovative and cost-effective 
solution. They’re also a lot of fun.

Nanoleaf 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2015.00368/full
https://nanoleaf.me/en-US/
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Awareness is passive;  
acceptance is active.

Acceptance is the most 
important thing we can all 
do to be more inclusive.

There is no wrong 
way to try to be 
more inclusive. 

Flexibility with cancellation policies 
for neurodivergent attendees is a 
kindness. 

Colors impact mood and emotion, 
which can be heightened in 
neurodivergent individuals. 

Flexibility with cancellation 
policies safeguards 
neurodivergent attendees.

Use primarily non-stimulating 
colors with designing spaces 
and visual content for 
neurodivergent audiences.

Acceptance means having open, 
supportive dialogues about 
neurodiversity, confronting biases, 
and being open to feedback.

Key Takeaways



Communication
Neurodivergent people often communicate differently from neurotypical people. Accommodating these 
needs means event communications should be comprehensive, direct, informative, and accessible.

Neuroinclusive communications should include a call welcoming any specific accommodation or sensory 
needs during registration. Pre-event communication should be detailed and explicit, empowering 
neurodivergent attendees to prepare and know what to expect. Know-before-you-go packages should 
include, at a minimum, full agendas, policies (like cancellation), dress codes, venue maps, and 
instructions about receiving additional clarity or support in preparing for the event.

During the event, simple venue signage and wayfinding, speech-to-text communications, closed 
captioning, informing attendees of changes ahead of time, and trained in-person support personnel can 
all make a significant difference for neurodivergent attendees.

It is best to tell attendees, organizers, and sponsors that an event supports neurodivergent people or is 
neurodiversity friendly in pre, during, and post-event communications and content to show solidarity and 
create a welcoming environment.

Use The Neu Project Event Planning Checklist to help develop neuroinclusive communications before, 
during, and after your event.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mS4_vEPOwRx1W5sbbs726I5w7VvK16QD-XhEn4oH-PA/edit?resourcekey=0-6yUk2B7TxVx2Z3HWp8EkNA
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Content
Processing differences vary from person to person, as do Executive Functioning and strengths. Neurodivergent people can take 
longer to process information. Slower processing does not mean someone is unintelligent, uninterested, or rude. Instead, in a 
world where people often expect immediate responses, this shows the budgeting of cognitive resources and thoughtful 
processing of new information. Making accommodations for event content enables more access across these differences. 

For instance, visual content should use single-color backgrounds, avoiding distracting background patterns, pictures, and 
motion graphics. Event professionals can achieve optimal readability by ensuring consistent contrast between background and 
text, using dark-colored text on a light background while avoiding green and red/pink. Stark white backgrounds, however, can 
impede readability; a better option is using cream or a soft pastel. These recommendations apply to all mediums, including 
display screens, paper, computers, and visual aids like whiteboards and flipcharts. 

For layout, aligning text left without justification works best. This format makes it easier to find the start and finish of each line, 
ensuring an even spacing between words. Other considerations include avoiding multiple columns and writing short, simple 
sentences — 60 to 70 characters is optimal. Professionals can use blank space to remove clutter near text and group-related 
content. In long documents, break up the text with regular section headings and include a table of contents. Other alternatives 
to text, such as diagrams, infographics, and images, also work well. 

Further, consider sharing content overviews or summaries in advance to create ample opportunities for consumption, 
processing, small group conversation, and reflection. Attendees should provide the option to print written content whenever 
possible. These alternative interaction options allow people to engage meaningfully, in their own time, without pressure. 

https://aspiedent.com/index.php/blog/what-slow-processing-autism-neurodiversity
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Neurodivergent people often 
communicate differently from 
neurotypical people.

Key Takeaways

Neurodivergent people can process 
information differently and have 
different learning and engagement 
needs. 

Provide options for content 
consumption (on-demand, 
in-room, post-event, etc).

Allow interactivity options so 
attendees can engage in their 
own time without pressure.

Use visuals such as diagrams, 
infographics, and images to 
communicate. 

Keep text short and to the point 
with attention to colors, line 
spacing, and font (Arial or 
Lexend, at least 12-point font - 1.5 
spacing). 

Event communications should 
be explicit and comprehensive.

Welcome neurodivergent 
attendees to share 
accommodations and sensory 
needs in registration 
communications.

This checklist can help with 
inclusive communications!

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/63179c4c48d09421c000e458/633f3719a67559092d68b5a7_Neuroinclusive%20Event%20Checklist.pdf


Diet
Food is an often underrated element that can make or break an event. For some neurodivergent people, however, food can be challenging 
due to sensory aversions and potential allergies. It is important to provide advance notification of F&B options and offerings to 
neurodivergent attendees to help them prepare.

Most event professionals already offer special meals that align with dietary preferences and restrictions, so it’s a matter of simply expanding 
the language to include neurodivergent needs. Event professionals should welcome requests for Safefoods, Samefoods, or Sensory Meals 
during pre-event registration and onsite event check-in. Preferred foods may vary from person to person and can be incredibly comforting 
to attendees during an event.

The taste (too sweet, salty, or sour) and textures (passive touch) of certain foods can produce adverse sensory reactions such as gagging, 
potentially leading to anxiety. Generally, this response occurs because we process food through soft tissues in the mouth. These soft tissues, 
in turn, connect to the vagus nerve, which sends sensory signals to the brain. Soft tissues can be more sensitive in neurodivergent people, 
triggering a gag reflex.

Food and beverages containing caffeine or high in preservatives and artificial ingredients can heighten hyperactivity and anxiety. Studies 
have shown a possible link with neurodivergent people experiencing more food allergies or intolerances to components such as gluten and 
dairy.

For an extra touch, you can have safe/same foods, snacks, and beverages readily available during breaks, in sensory spaces, or if an event 
is overnight, delivered to sleeping rooms.

If personalized meals are not an option, allow people the choice to bring or arrange their own meals, and consider providing fridges and 
microwaves in adjacent spaces.
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https://autisticempath.com/not-just-picky-eaters-autism-samefoods-and-bland-foods/
https://www.planetneurodivergent.com/could-food-intolerance-be-causing-you-problems/


Feedback
Creating safe mechanisms for providing feedback is an essential 
element of advocacy, inclusive design, and developing a deeper 
understanding of opportunities or gaps.

Event professionals can achieve this through pre and post-event 
surveys, suggestion boxes, help desks, or an event app. Appropriate 
feedback loops allow neurodivergent attendees and community 
members to engage with event professionals and help shape future 
events. This way, feedback becomes a collaborative learning 
experience for everyone involved and expedites the journey to 
solutions that work for you and your audiences.

The Neu Project has found hosting virtual focus groups and live 
feedback sessions with our neurodivergent communities incredibly 
helpful and insightful. We learn something new in every 
conversation. 

Sample Questions: 
● How was your overall experience?
● What changes or accommodation would you like to see at 

the next event?
● What are our key opportunities for improvement?
● How could we have been more supportive of your needs  

before the event? During the event?
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Format
Some neurodivergent people prefer to minimize social interaction, 
while others prefer face-to-face engagement to observe social 
and communication cues in person. Some neurodivergent people 
prefer to consume content and information digitally, in their own 
time, and others prefer live consumption. 

Hybrid event formats and on-demand content are a must when 
providing a more inclusive event environment with the option to 
attend either in-person or online. 

While there has been some debate in the industry surrounding 
hybrid events, professionals cannot deny the inclusivity and 
access they offer. The choice and flexibility these event formats 
provide are great for many, like neurodivergent people, parents, 
those on a budget, etc.

Providing on-demand content (pre, during, and post-event), 
transcripts, and session recordings create optionality, ensures 
accessibility, and empowers agency. Further, sharing online 
content pre-event allows more time for consumption and 
processing, which is strongly encouraged. 
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For some neurodivergent people, food 
can be challenging due to sensory issues 
and/or predictability, preparation, and 
strong preference. 

Key Takeaways

Welcome requests for sensory 
meals, safe and/or same 
foods, and incorporate them 
into menus upon request.

If personalized meals aren’t 
an option, plan for 
‘deconstructed’ menus that 
allow for customization. 

Be open and flexible to 
neurodivergent attendees 
bringing or arranging their 
own meals.

Feedback from neurodivergent 
attendees is INVALUABLE to DEIB 
strategies.

Call for and welcome 
neurodivergent feedback 
before, during, and after your 
event.

Provide optionality related to event 
formats for content consumption and 
social interaction. 

Hybrid Events can be the most 
inclusive event formats — giving 
attendees a choice to attend 
in-person or from home.

Where possible, share 
on-demand content before, 
during, and after the event.

#


Language
"Disability is not a bad word, being disabled is not shameful." 
― Devon Price, Ph.D. and Author of Unmasking Autism

As mentioned, language matters; being thoughtful and intentional about how we use language is essential to creating inclusive spaces. 

No two neurodivergent experiences are the same, and how people speak, think, and communicate about their neurodivergence, strengths, 
and disabilities also vary. Allies and advocates must hold space for all identities and amplify the idea that, regardless of preferences, 
discussing neurodivergence and being neurodivergent is not taboo.

For instance, some neurodivergent people will prefer person-first language (PFL) ― a person with autism. Other times, people feel their 
neurodivergence should not be removed from their personhood because the two cannot be separated and adopt identity-first language 
(IFL) ― an Autistic person. Most neurodivergent people prefer IFL, with research showing it is usually considered the least harmful.  

When relevant and appropriate, it’s okay to use other common language to include people who may not be aware of their 
neurodivergence. Example: introvert vs. extrovert. It’s important to know that there are barriers to diagnosis and that access to medical 
evaluation and formal diagnosis is a privilege.

Event professionals should avoid language comparisons such as high functioning and low functioning; what the outside world observes is 
only a portion of a person's experience.  Instead, when needing language to estimate or communicate accommodations, try high or low 
support needs as an alternative. Further, event professionals should always avoid dehumanizing language and ableist terms like special 
needs, differently-abled, and handicapable. The word normal, whatever that means, should also never be used to describe a  neurotypical 
person, just like abnormal or weird should never be applied to anyone. 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7817071/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/the-forgotten-women/202208/why-many-people-autism-dislike-functioning-labels
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J_0GXa8yo1ZQf3hwofC_PmJX86R1JvZi9PXsLRBCuU4/edit?resourcekey=0-b_xIrjAZnZhcuJ0A6DRl5w#slide=id.g150b3681523_0_31


Preparation & Predictability
Preparing to attend an event as a neurodivergent person can be time-consuming. 

While professionals can never anticipate every moment, such as attendee interactions, they can 
influence and provide a degree of predictability to reduce potential anxiety and help 
neurodivergent attendees feel informed and prepared. This approach, in turn, can also help 
minimize event day uncertainty for all attendees. 

One way to support this process is by providing access to all relevant event information beyond 
typical pre-event communications containing the agenda, dress code, and general 
know-before-you-go items. Other pertinent information can include F&B offerings, venue maps 
(preferably denoting wayfinding and exits), locations of quiet spaces and help desks, and the 
identification of moments where there may be loud music, strobe lights, high traffic or crowds, or 
surprises.

We suggest also sharing a plan for communicating any deviations from elements, like the agenda 
or location changes, during the event.

29
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Representation
The media often portrays neurodivergent people in stereotypical ways, such as Sheldon from 
The Big Bang Theory, who is meant to be autistic. While television and movie representations 
may reflect real experiences in some instances, often, they do not.  

Neurodivergence is highly intersectional; neurodivergent people represent every facet of 
humanity — different races, genders, religions, social classes, and cultures. Diverse 
representation matters in avoiding harmful stereotypes and perpetuating stigma. 

Event professionals can overcome this barrier by understanding the spectrum of 
neurodivergent conditions and experiences while amplifying a diverse range of 
neurodivergent voices at events through speaker selection and staffing. 

Neurodivergent speakers don't only need to speak about neurodiversity ― many are experts in 
a wide range of fields and can bring different perspectives and styles to all content. Should 
neurodiversity and inclusion feature as an event topic, it is best practice to include 
neurodivergent people in the line-up and conversation.

https://www.varsity.co.uk/opinion/21161
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Language matters, and because no 
two neurodivergent experiences are the 
same, it’s important to hold space and 
respect personal preferences and 
choices regarding language and 
terminology. 

Key Takeaways
Neurodivergent people require more 
information, clarity, and time to 
prepare for an event. It isn’t 
uncommon to begin preparing days 
or even weeks in advance. Anything 
event professionals can do to help 
attendees feel informed and 
prepared is a kindness. Avoid assumptions. If you 

don’t know the preferred 
language, ask. 

Avoid comparative language 
such as high and low 
functioning. 

Avoid ableist language like 
special needs, handicapable, 
and differently-abled. 

Go above and beyond to make 
messaging explicit and 
comprehensive in registration 
and pre-event communications.

Beware of neurodivergent stereotypes — 
neurodivergence is highly intersectional.  

Hire neurodivergent staff and 
speakers when possible. If DEI 
is a part of the content 
strategy, neurodivergent voices 
should be present. 

This checklist can help!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mS4_vEPOwRx1W5sbbs726I5w7VvK16QD-XhEn4oH-PA/edit?resourcekey=0-6yUk2B7TxVx2Z3HWp8EkNA


Senses
Brains receive information every second of every day. Generally, this information transmits signals to the brain 
through the senses ― touch, sight, sound, smell, and taste ― with the brain filtering out what is irrelevant. But 
with neurodivergence and sensory differences, a person's brain may struggle to filter everything happening in 
an external environment alongside the information intake. 

This experience could mean delayed processing and reactions to external stimuli (sights, smells, lights, colors, 
sounds) in a way that can be deeply uncomfortable, sometimes even painful. For example, if a brain cannot 
filter out many different voices in a room, a space can become incredibly overwhelming. Fluorescent lights can 
feel very harsh and create visual overstimulation, headaches, and other physiological pain. If extreme lighting 
is unavoidable, providing adequate warning can allow people to move away from the space. 

Sensory tools such as sunglasses, noise-filtering headphones, and fidget toys can also help reduce 
overstimulation. Fidget toys are generally used for stimming, otherwise known as self-stimulating behavior. 
Anyone can stim, like biting nails or chewing on a pencil. However, with neurodivergent people, stimming can 
help support emotional and sensory regulation. Examples of stimming include fidgeting, rocking, snapping 
fingers, bouncing, skin rubbing, and repetitive blinking. When providing fidget toys for an event, opt for fidgets 
that are not visually or audibly noisy, as conflicting needs may arise. To support meeting multiple stimming 
needs, have a plan around this process, like providing scripts to negotiate between one's fidgeting needs and 
another's quietness needs.

Other ideas include no-fragrance zones, sensory menus or safe food options, and quiet/resilience spaces 
away from noise and overcrowding. 
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https://us.loopearplugs.com/products/quiet?variant=42069624291561&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=trgt_us_performancemax_ao&gclid=CjwKCAjwu5yYBhAjEiwAKXk_eEad_WyGu55v2vMVG0SnuDUxG6Ww-BlhXEydkKizM7OdBeMrA4t-OhoC2ukQAvD_BwE
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/best-fidget-toys#what-are-they


Spaces
While event professionals can take measures to minimize noise, harsh lighting, 
heavily crowded areas, and other potential triggers, sometimes this may not 
be possible. 

In these instances, spaces like quiet rooms can offer a break away from the 
main event. These rooms will often feature muted colors, soft lighting, minimal 
noise, and other supportive tools such as fidget toys and headphones with 
access to refreshments and event content. 

Beyond quiet rooms, professionals can also provide designated spaces for 
other purposes, such as prayer rooms, no-tech zones, and gaming areas. This 
way, all attendees benefit and can choose what works for their needs at the 
moment. 

If sensory spaces need to be added to an existing venue or a modular option 
is preferred, Nook offers solutions for purchase or rental. 
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Nook Sensory Pod

https://nookpod.com/nook/sensory-nook-pod/


Social Interaction
"If a person’s behavior doesn’t make sense to you, it is because you are missing a part of their context. It’s that simple."
— Devon Price, Autistic Ph.D. and Author of Unmasking Autism

Live events can be an overwhelming experience for anyone. But for some neurodivergent attendees, event environments, rigorous event 
schedules, and social interactions can be significantly more challenging.

For instance, people often think eye contact indicates a person is paying attention and showing respect to another in conversation. 
However, for an autistic person, eye contact can be incredibly uncomfortable and requires masking or significant effort to maintain. 
Most also see interrupting someone as rude. But for someone with ADHD, interruptions can happen because of feeling afraid to forget 
a shared point. People with Tourette Syndrome may struggle with socializing due to verbal or physical tics.

Event professionals can offer quieter, more intimate options adjacent to larger networking or social events. Or create zones where 
socializing and interaction are not expected. Creating opportunities for topic-based conversations can help neurodivergent attendees 
prepare in advance. Inviting suggestions or ideas enables people to discuss and share their focused interests.

By implementing a buddy system, like coupling neurodivergent attendees or trained support staff, people can tap into this support 
structure throughout an event as needed. 

Using iconography and visual shortcuts, such as badges, can help neurodivergent attendees identify safe people who are either trained 
or are happy to connect during a social event. For badge examples, check out The Neu Project badge system.

Above all, offer options and embrace individual preferences; forced fun is never fun. 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WNnnixJPoT_-ukpPWpMrMGtsjNNppS1F?usp=sharingahuLAn?resourcekey=0-s-4QhMvFlnCFqfBjsd6yWA&usp=sharing
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Neurodivergent reactions to external 
stimuli (sights, smells, lights, colors, 
sounds) can be deeply uncomfortable, 
sometimes even painful.

Key Takeaways

Avoid prolonged exposure to 
harsh lighting and strong 
smells, and warn attendees in 
advance about sound or light 
activations.

Create sensory recovery 
spaces —like quiet rooms, 
prayer rooms, and lounges. 

Offer sensory aids like 
sunglasses, fidgets, and 
sound filtering headphones to 
make spaces more 
comfortable.

Social functions can be particularly 
‘energy expensive’ and overwhelming 
for neurodivergent attendees. 

Offer quieter, more intimate areas 
for conversation during social 
functions.

Use conversation cards and/or 
pre-seed topics to lessen the 
cognitive load of networking and 
social interaction.

Implement a buddy system and use 
visual identifiers (badges, lanyards) 
to make it easy for attendees/
buddies to find one another.



Structure
The beliefs around attention and neurodivergence are often 
misleading. For example, many assume ADHD means someone 
cannot focus. People with ADHD do not necessarily have 
challenges paying attention but instead regulating attention, as 
seen through an ability to hyperfocus on exciting tasks. The 
challenge exists when ADHD people are asked to complete things 
that could be uninteresting or routine. 

Autistic people can also have high levels of focus. However, when 
experiencing sensory overwhelm or autistic burnout, executive 
functioning (which controls attention) can diminish, resulting in the 
redirection of attention to external stimuli like bright lights or the 
sound of a clock ticking. 

Because of these different ways of focusing, event professionals 
can take a unique approach to event structures to help people get 
the best out of an experience. These could include shorter sessions 
(no more than 30 minutes), more breaks, and access to 
on-demand content to catch up on anything missed. 

Rigorous and packed schedules don’t really work for anyone but 
can be more harmful to some neurodivergent people. 
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Teams & Training
Ensuring alignment, buy-in, and foundational understanding around 
neurodiversity and neurodivergent needs are table stakes for 
neuroinclusion. 

Acceptance requires awareness, and diversity training can be a 
supportive environment to develop inclusive language and identify 
opportunities for improvement. Another way to achieve understanding 
is by leaning into what many talented neurodivergent industry 
colleagues and creatives are saying, learning from those with lived 
experience. 

Having trained in-person support at an event isn’t something that 
every budget can accommodate, but it makes a significant 
difference. While The Neu Project can’t verify or endorse 
methodologies, there are, however, established organizations, like 
EventWell, Kulture City, and Take This, offering plug-and-play 
operating models and customized training for your event or team by 
providing trained staff on event days.

Lastly, be prepared with talking points for attendees on how to 
respond to unmasked neurodivergent behaviors, similar to having 
conversation starter cards and scripts. Many people, both 
neurodivergent and neurotypical, want to be inclusive but do not know 
how.

https://eventwell.org/
https://www.kulturecity.org/
https://www.takethis.org/


What Not to Do (or say)
"Nothing About Us Without Us."
— Anonymous , but South African disability activists Michael Masutha & William Rowland popularized this phrase

Event professionals may have heard of the term microaggressions. Coined in the 1970s by Harvard University professor Dr. 
Chester Middlebrook Pierce, the term currently translates to "indirect, subtle, or unintentional discrimination against members of a 
marginalized group." Examples of microaggressions against neurodivergent people include saying everyone is a bit autistic, 
calling ADHD a myth, or social exclusion. 

Many neurodivergent people have had their experiences minimized or dismissed throughout their lives. Event professionals must 
never gate resources by requesting evidence of a diagnosis or disability; another microaggression example. Barriers to diagnosis 
often exist — formal diagnosis is a privilege, and self-identification is valid.

The role of an event professional is to be supportive and provide access to accommodations and resources as needed. People 
should not have to self-identify actively or passively to receive resources; resources should be available to anyone who asks for 
them.

Most people will commit a microaggression at one time or another — doing so does not make someone a bad person; often, 
microaggressions are unconscious responses. However, it is still the responsibility of a person to fix it when it happens, and being 
aware of the nature of microaggressions provides an opportunity for growth.

In addition to avoiding microaggressions, consider switching out ableist language with alternatives, as listed in this post.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nothing_About_Us_Without_Us
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chester_Middlebrook_Pierce
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chester_Middlebrook_Pierce
https://medium.com/neurodiversified/self-diagnosis-is-valid-d96d41cfb02b
http://www.sparkpsych.com/blog/autistic-self-identification-is-valid
https://libguides.ufv.ca/c.php?g=705905&p=5193383
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Key Takeaways 

Rigorous and packed schedules don’t 
really work for anyone but can be 
more harmful to neurodivergent 
individuals. 

Offer unscheduled time and 
ample breaks. Encourage people 
to step away as needed.

Keep sessions as concise as 
possible.

Offer on-demand content 
wherever possible.

Avoid ableist language.

Avoid comparing one 
neurodivergent person, or condition, 
to another.

Always include neurodivergent 
people (when present) in circles and 
decision-making.

Never ask for ‘proof’ of a disability 
or ask a person to identify a 
diagnosis to receive support or 
accommodations.

Be aware of microaggressions and help 
teams understand words and actions 
considered offensive and harmful by 
neurodivergent people. 

Education is vital for event teams, staff, 
stakeholders, and attendees around the 
language and acceptance of neurodiversity. This 
process enables them to serve as advocates 
and allies before, during, and after the event. 
Most people want to be neuroinclusive, but 
many don’t know how. 
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Module 5

Final Thoughts



“A world that is accepting of 
difference is a safer and more 
nourishing place for everyone.” 
— Devon Price, Autistic Ph.D. and Author of Unmasking Autism
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Events are the business of people and bringing them together in 
meaningful ways. At their best, events are human-centric. While some 
view events as separate microcosms, events are a direct representation of 
society. Experiences and identities are not left at the door — they join 
people in sessions, training rooms, exhibit halls, etc.

Roy Gluckman, a DEI specialist, recently said the future of inclusion is 
through a better understanding of space. So often, we view space as 
neutral. But, as Gluckman explained, even with events, space is never 
neutral. Space tells a person whether they are safe or not, and how 
people perceive an event space will inform and impact their entire 
experience.

Gluckman added that it is sometimes necessary to define event limits in 
terms of budgets and time constraints. However, these decisions must be 
made with consciousness and kindness, approaching each event by 
endeavoring to improve on the next experience.

In doing so, neuroinclusive experiences may act as conduits for change 
and help solve collective challenges, facilitating the birth of a more 
compassionate and welcoming world for everyone.
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https://meetings.skift.com/creating-space-for-diversity-in-events/
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Module 6

Glossary & 
Resources
The glossary includes terms used in context with this guide alongside definition 
origins, such as Oxford Languages and Wikipedia, among other resources, with 
some words defined by The Neu Project. 
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Ableism Oxford Languages Dictionary

Discrimination in favour of able-bodied people.

#actuallyautistic and #AdultAutistic The Neu Project

Hashtags used to amplify the voices of autistic people on 
online and social media platforms. They are considered 
social movements within the community. 
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Allist 

A non-autistic person. A person without autism is allistic.

Aphantasia

The inability to form mental images of objects that are not 
present.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder

Abbreviation ADHD
Any of a range of behavioural disorders occurring primarily 
in children, including such symptoms as poor 
concentration, hyperactivity, and learning difficulties.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Autistic Inertia

Difficulty starting and/or stopping an activity, or 
changing course. As an umbrella term, it encompasses 
difficulties with movement initiation, task planning, 
making transitions, and attention regulation. 

@theautisticlife

Autism

A developmental disorder of variable severity that is 
characterized by difficulty in social interaction and 
communication and by restricted or repetitive patterns 
of thought and behaviour. A person with autism is 
autistic. 

Oxford Languages Dictionary
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Cultural Sensitivity American Psychological Association

Awareness and appreciation of the values, norms, and beliefs 
characteristic of a cultural, ethnic, racial, or other group that 
is not one’s own, accompanied by a willingness to adapt one’s 
behavior accordingly.

Oxford Languages DictionaryDiversity, Equity & Inclusion

Abbreviation DEI
Initiatives that promote the inclusion, representation, and 
participation of different societal groups, such as various 
races, genders, abilities and disabilities, and sexual 
orientation;  representing the diversity of humanity.

Disability

A physical or mental condition that limits a person's 
movements, senses, or activities.

Dyscalculia

Severe difficulty in making arithmetical calculations, as 
a result of brain disorder.

Dyslexia

A general term for disorders that involve difficulty in 
learning to read or interpret words, letters, and other 
symbols, but that do not affect general intelligence.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Disorder

An illness or condition that disrupts normal physical or 
mental functions. 

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Dyspraxia

A developmental disorder of the brain in childhood causing 
difficulty in activities requiring coordination and 
movement.

Oxford Languages Dictionary
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Executive Functioning

The group of complex mental processes and cognitive abilities 
(such as working memory, impulse inhibition, and reasoning) 
that control the skills (such as organizing tasks, remembering 
details, managing time, and solving problems) required for 
goal-directed behavior.

Extreme or Pathological Demand Avoidance

Abbreviation EDA/PDA
PDA (Pathological Demand Avoidance) is widely 
understood to be a profile on the autism spectrum, 
involving the avoidance of everyday demands and the use 
of ‘social’ strategies as part of this avoidance. A PDA 
profile is also a spectrum and presents differently in 
different people.

PDA Society

Fidget Toy Wikipedia

A fidget toy is typically a small object used for pleasant but 
purposeless activity with the hands (manual fidgeting or 
stimming). Some users believe these toys help them tolerate 
anxiety, frustration, agitation, boredom, and excitement. They 
are also commonly used by those with sensory difficulties.

Hyperlexia

Hyperlexia is when a child can read at levels far beyond 
those expected for their age. “Hyper” means better than, 
while “lexia” means reading or language. A child with 
hyperlexia might figure out how to decode or sound out 
words very quickly, but not understand or comprehend 
most of what they’re reading.

Healthline

Hybrid Event 

An event that includes both in-person and remote 
attendees, which triggers the need for event technology 
and production support. This event format intends to 
optimize the in-room and virtual experiences for 
participants and presenters.

The Neu Project
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https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/What-is-PDA-booklet-website-v2.1.pdf
https://www.healthline.com/health/hyperlexia#definition
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Intersectionality

The interconnected nature of social categorizations such 
as race, class, and gender as they apply to a given 
individual or group, regarded as creating overlapping 
and interdependent systems of discrimination or 
disadvantage.

Identity-first Language

The term identity-first language refers to wording 
about a person that leads with a description of them in 
the context of a disability, medical conditions 
(including mental health conditions), or other physical 
or cognitive differences. Examples include terms like 
deaf person, blind person, and autistic person.

Thesaurus.com 

Identity

The fact of being who or what a person or thing is. A 
close similarity or affinity.

Thesaurus.com 

Meltdown Understood

A neurodivergent Meltdown is a strong emotional 
response to feelings of intense overwhelm, not a 
tantrum or a manipulative action. It has no end goal 
other than to communicate frustration and to help the 
neurodivergent person survive.

Masking

Masking is a process by which an individual changes or 
"masks" their natural personality to conform to social 
pressures, abuse or harassment.

Wikipedia

LGBTQIA+

An inclusive term that includes people of all genders and 
sexualities, such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
questioning, queer, intersex, asexual, pansexual, and 
allies. While each letter in LGBTQIA+ stands for a specific 
group of people, the term encompasses the entire 
spectrum of gender fluidity and sexual identities.
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https://www.thesaurus.com/e/writing/person-first-vs-identity-first-language/#:~:text=The%20term%20identity%2Dfirst%20language,blind%20person%2C%20and%20autistic%20person.
https://www.thesaurus.com/e/writing/person-first-vs-identity-first-language/#:~:text=The%20term%20identity%2Dfirst%20language,blind%20person%2C%20and%20autistic%20person.
https://www.understood.org/?_sp=8055d504-1708-4999-9dfd-12e2eb421a54.1661384172504
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Mental Health Oxford Languages Dictionary

A person’s condition with regard to their psychological 
and emotional well-being.

Neurodivergent

Differing in mental or neurological function from what is 
considered typical (frequently used with reference to 
autistic spectrum disorders); not neurotypical.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Neurodistinct

An alternative term to neurodivergent. 

Tim Goldstein

Microagression

Indirect, subtle, or unintentional discrimination against 
members of a marginalized group.

Oxford Languages dictionary

Neurodiversity

The range of differences in individual brain function 
and behavioural traits, regarded as part of normal 
variation in the human population (used especially in 
the context of autistic spectrum disorders).

Oxford Languages dictionary

Neurotypical Oxford Languages dictionary

Not displaying or characterized by autistic or other 
neurologically atypical patterns of thought or behaviour.

Neurominority

Any group, such as [autistic] people, that differs from the 
majority of a population in terms of behavioural traits and 
brain function. An additional alternative to neurodivergent.

Collins Dictionary
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https://www.timgoldstein.com/blog/neurodiversityrefined
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/neurominority
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Obsessive-compulsive Disorder

Abbreviation OCD
A personality disorder characterized by excessive 
orderliness, perfectionism, attention to details, and a 
need for control in relating to others.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Person-first Language

People-first language (PFL), also called person-first 
language, is a type of linguistic prescription which puts 
a person before a diagnosis, describing what condition 
a person "has" rather than asserting what a person "is".

Wikipedia

Positionality

Refers to how differences in social position and power 
shape identities and access in society.

The Neu Project

Prosopagnosia

A neurological condition characterized by the inability to 
recognize the faces of familiar people.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Samefood

Samefood is a food that a neurodivegent person has 
grown attached to and can, or do, eat every day.

The Neu Project

Safefood

Safefood is a food that brings a neurodivergent 
person (most commonly autistic)  joy, comfort, and 
peace when they eat it. 

The Neu Project

Sensory Meal

A personalized meal that eliminates heightened sensory 
issues triggered by qualities of certain foods such as taste, 
texture, temperature and smell.

The Neu Project
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People-first_language
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Sensory Processing Disorder Psychology Today

A collection of challenges that occur when the senses fail 
to respond properly to the outside world. Though the 
condition has gained recognition in recent years, it is not 
currently an official Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM) diagnosis.

Spectrum

Used to classify something in terms of its position on a 
scale between two extreme points.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Shutdown

A shutdown is a dissociative response to overwhelm where 
a neurodivergent person may partially or completely 
withdraw from the world around them. They may not 
respond to communication and need to retreat from the 
environment. 

The Neu Project

Stigma

A mark of disgrace associated with a particular 
circumstance, quality, or person.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Stereotype

A widely held but fixed and oversimplified image or 
idea of a particular type of person or thing.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Stimming

Behaviour consisting of repetitive actions or movements of 
a type that may be displayed by people with 
developmental disorders, most typically autistic spectrum 
disorders; self-stimulation.

Oxford Languages Dictionary

Tourette Syndrome

A neurological disorder characterized by involuntary 
tics, vocalizations and often the compulsive utterance of 
obscenities.

Oxford Languages Dictionary
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https://www.ambitiousaboutautism.org.uk/information-about-autism/behaviour/meltdowns-and-shutdowns#:~:text=An%20analogy%20for%20a%20shutdown,shifted%20to%20the%20basic%20functions


Neu Project 
Resources
Join us to help make event spaces and 
programming more inclusive! Send us a 
message at xi@google.com to let us 
know how you’d like to get involved.

The Neu Project Website

The Neuroinclusive Event Planning Checklist

The Neu Project Badge System
Caption lorem Ipsum
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mailto:xi@google.com
http://www.theneuproject.com
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/63179c4c48d09421c000e458/633f3719a67559092d68b5a7_Neuroinclusive%20Event%20Checklist.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1WNnnixJPoT_-ukpPWpMrMGtsjNNppS1F?usp=sharing
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Meet The Neu Project Team



The Neu Project has been the most enriching experience of 
my career. Bringing together this community, and learning 
form the incredible people that are a part of it, has made 
me a better event professional, leader…and mom to my 
brilliant and beautiful Autisic son.

The work has not only empowered me to be a better 
advocate for others, but it has given me such permission 
to be a fuller and more authentic version of myself. My 
dream for The Neu Project is that it gives those gifts to 
many others. 

Megan Henshall
The Neu Project Lead 
Events Strategic Solutions Lead, Google
LinkedIn
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/megan-henshall-cmp-des-6bb2bb17/


Amanda Marcus
The Neu Project Manager
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Being able to bring my whole self to this project from 
my ADHD and severe dyslexic background has been an 
awe-inspiring experience for me. My greatest hope for 
this work is that people will make this a starting point 
to their own journey in what events can be.

Take this guide as an invitation to be brave: to listen to 
the community, to learn and strive to make events that 
help all of us feel welcome & safe.



As a parent to neurodivergent children, and a late-diagnosed autistic 
ADHDer myself, The Neu Project has felt like a homecoming. Here, I 
have connected with the most remarkable people while creating 
some of the most meaningful work of my career. This experience has 
helped me overcome aspects of the crippling self-doubt and feeling 
of 'other' I have often endured in life. 

Why events? Events connect people in ways few industries can. They 
are stories in motion. Even on a small scale, actions people take here 
can make a difference. My wish for this work is to open others to the 
humility and opportunities neurodiversity brings. And more 
compassionate, inclusive spaces are born from it.

 

Lisa Jade Hutchings
The Neu Project Writer
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The Neu Project Partners & Friends
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CEMA
Kimberly Gishler, Olga Rosenbrook
WebsiteASG

Dave Van Hoy
Website

The College of Extraordinary Experiences
Claus Raasted, Paul Bulencea
Website

Boldpush
Julius Solaris
Website

Courtney Stanley
Website

Achieve Incentives
Ashley Lawson
Website

DAHLIA + Agency
Dahlia El Gazzar
Website Event Leaders Exchange

Kimberly Meyer, David Kliman
Website

https://cemaonline.com/
http://www.asg.com
http://www.extraordinary.college
https://www.juliussolaris.com/
https://www.courtney-stanley.com/
http://achieveincentives.com
https://dahliaplus.com/
https://www.eventleaders.com/welcome


The Neu Project Partners & Friends
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Google 
Demitiri Anastassopoulus, Michiel Bakker, 
Erika Brunke, David Dvorak, Charles Fry, 
Tim Goldstein, Anne Halkedis, Jenny Hamer, 
Andrew Hamilton, Danielle Hogan, Jim Hogan, 
Ryan Howard, Yizhou Hu, Charlotte Johnson, 
Renato Kaufmann, Gokul Krishnan, Ryan Lamont, 
Tim Maner, Tammy Samut
Website

Haute
Kate Brack, Jordan Valdez, Jeff Haynes, 
Alisa Walsh, Tejal Hill
Website

FIRST Agency
Adam Suellentrop, Zak Husain, 
Alana Cohen, Kevin Keane, 
Karolyn Szot, Oliver Greaves
Website

Heco 
JT Helms, Matt Comer, Joe Schmidt, 
Josh Helms
Website

The 180 Group, Inc.
Elaiza Shepherd
Website

Fifth Element Group
Aaron Kaufmann
Website

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/?utm_medium=sem&utm_source=paid-media&utm_team=twg-us&utm_campaign=us-en-201805-sem-twg-subscriptions&gclid=Cj0KCQjwyOuYBhCGARIsAIdGQRPJJ5yC7kAMXYDxCLjkGbWTwZLtUmM_spAKVMXrIyUlgfuUINvqwZAaAjwAEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://hauteintexas.com/
https://firstagency.com/
https://www.helloheco.com
https://www.180group.com/
https://www.fifthelementgroup.com/


The Neu Project Partners & Friends
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Mindshare
Rachel Lowenstein
Website

Maritz Global Events
Greg Bogue, Tim Simpson, Liz Sage, 
Charlie Ferbet
Website

Onyinye Udokporo
Website

Marriott
Dan Shuman, Glenn Stress, 
Gladys O’Mahoney, Mike Carson
Website

PCMA
Carrie Johnson. Michelle Russell
Website

IMEX
Dale Hudson, Tahira Endean, 
Donna Fung, Alison Whyte
Website

Nook 
Shaina Phillips
Website

International Association of 
Accessibility Professionals
Samantha Evans
Website

http://www.mindshareworld.com
http://www.maritz.com
https://www.onyinyeudokporo.com/
http://www.marriott.com
http://www.pcma.org
http://www.imexamerica.com
https://nookpodusa.com/neuro-inclusive/
https://www.accessibilityassociation.org/s/


The Neu Project Partners & Friends
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Skift Meetings
Miguel Neves
Website

Smart Meetings
JT Long
Website

Take Up Space
Paff Evara
Website

Storycraft Lab
Naomi Clare-Crellin, Maya Manciagli, 
Katy Mull, Natalie Fulgencio-Turner, 
Geraldine Voegele
Website

The Community Factory
Liz Lathan, Nicole Obidisu
Website

Sixty Two, Project LIMA
Vilia Ingriany, Victoria Simansjah, 
Agustian Hermanto
Website

UnMasked
Ellie Middleton
Website

https://meetings.skift.com/
http://www.smartmeetings.com
https://linktr.ee/takeupspace_nft
https://www.storycraftlab.com/
http://www.thecommunityfactory.com
https://projectlima.co/
https://linktr.ee/unmaskedwithellie
https://www.storycraftlab.com/


Creating space 
for every mind 
to shine
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